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An algebraic method is given for the power series expansions of the Jacobi
elliptic functions, based on the properties of the algebra associated with differen-
tial equations defining the functions. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .  .The Jacobi elliptic functions x t s sn t, x t s cn t, x t s dn t,1 2 3
which result from the direct inversion of elliptic integrals in Legendre form
w x7, 9 , may be defined as the solutions of the autonomous system of
quadratic differential equations
dx dx dx1 2 3 2y x x s 0, q x x s 0, y k x x s 0 1 .2 3 3 1 1 2dt dt dt
 .  .  . w xwith the initial values x 0 s 0 and x 0 s x 0 s 1 1, 9 . The modulus1 2 3
k is often confined to the normal case 0 - k - 1 in applied situations. We
notice that sn t s sin t, cn t s cos t, dn t s 1 for k s 0, and sn t s tanh t,
cn t s dn t s sech t for k s 1.
The Jacobi elliptic functions also arise from geodesics of certain left-in-
 . w xvariant connections on SO 3 4, 5 as well as from Euler's equations for
w xthe motion of a freely rotating rigid body 2, 6 . The power series expan-
sions of the Jacobi elliptic functions are considered in practical situations,
although there are no general formulas for the coefficients in the series. In
the classical theory of elliptic functions, the power series expansions are
 .obtained by direct substitutions into 1 or by using various identities
w xamong the Jacobi elliptic functions 7, 9 . The primary concern of this note
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is to present a different method for the power series expansions of the
functions, which uses a recursive formula based on the algebra associated
 .with 1 .
2. JACOBI ELLIPTIC ALGEBRAS
 .To express 1 in terms of an algebra, consider a three-dimensional
 .commutative algebra J k over the field R of real numbers with basis
 4e , e , e and with multiplication given by1 2 3
1
2 2e s 0 i s 1, 2, 3 , e e s e e s y k e , .i 1 2 2 1 32
2 .
1 1
e e s e e s y e , e e s e e s e ,2 3 3 2 1 3 1 1 3 22 2
 . 3  .  .where k is a fixed real number. Let x t s  x t e be a curve in J kis1 i i
X . 3 X .defined on an open interval I containing 0. If x t s dxrdt s  x t e ,is1 i i
 .  .  .  .then since J k is a commutative algebra, it follows from 1 ] 2 that x t
 .  .is a solution curve of 1 if and only if x t satisfies the equation
dx 2q x t s 0 3 .  .
dt
 . w x  .with the initial condition x 0 s e q e . For this reason 4 , we call J k2 3
the Jacobi elliptic algebra of modulus k.
 . nEquations of the form 3 for commutative algebras defined on A s R
have been investigated in various contexts dealing with quadratic dynami-
 w x .cal and mechanical systems see, e.g., 3, 6, 9 and references therein . As is
well known, for any point a g A s Rn, there is a unique solution curve
 .  .  .x t g A of 3 through the initial point x 0 s a in a neighborhood of
 .  .0, a g I = A, and by the Cauchy]Kovalevsky theorem, the curve x t can
be expanded in a power series of the form
`
ix t s a t 4 .  . i
is0
 .  .with a s a and a g A for i G 0. Substituting 4 into 3 , we obtain the0 i
recursive formula
m1
a s a, a s y a a , m s 0, 1, . . . 5 .0 mq1 i myim q 1 is0
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 w x.  .see also 3, 8 . It follows easily from 5 that the coefficients a arem
w xcontained in the subalgebra R a of A generated by a.
 .Therefore, the crux of the power series expansion for x t is governed by
w xthe structure of R a and hence of A. Because of the absence of associativ-
 .ity in A, formula 5 can be quite tedious to utilize in general. To illustrate
 .this, if b , . . . , b g A, then denote b ??? b s b b ??? b inductively1 m 1 m 1 2 m
m my1  .for m G 2, so that a s aa . Using 5 , one finds the first few terms as
follows:
1 22 3 2 4a s ya , a s a , a s y a q 2 a , .1 2 3 3
1 22 2 3 5a s a a q 3a a q 2 a , .4 6
1 2 3 22 2 3 2 4 2 3 6a s y aa a q 3aa a q 4a a q 2 a q 3 a q 2 a . .  .  .5 15
 .Similarly, 5 shows that a and a are sums of 11 distinct seventh powers6 7
and 23 distinct eighth powers of a, respectively. As a particular case, if
w x w x  .  .R a is associative, then, as noted in 3, 8 , it follows easily from 5 that 4
 .  .y1expresses in a compact form x t s 1 q tL a, where L is the lefta a
translation in A by a; L : A ª A: x ª ax.a
 .  .  .For the Jacobi elliptic algebra J k , the solution x t of 3 with
 .  .x 0 s a s e q e yields the Jacobi elliptic functions, and 4 gives its2 3
w x power series expansions. Although R a is far from being associative in
12 2 3 2 .  . .fact, by 2 a a s 0 / aa s 1 y k e for k / "1 , the convenient14
 .multiplication and algebra properties of J k enable us to perform the
algorithm to find the coefficients a somewhat simpler than the knownm
methods. The following result is instrumental for our discussion.
 .  .THEOREM. If k / 0, then J k is a simple superalgebra Z -graded2
 .J k s J [ J with e¨en part J s R e and odd part J s R e q R e .0 1 0 1 1 2 3
 . w x  .Moreo¨er, if x 0 s a s e q e , then R a s J k and2 3
J for m odd,0a g 6 .m  J for m e¨en.1
 .  .Proof. It is immediate from 2 that J k is Z -graded as above. If2
3  .  .b s  a e g J k , then by 2 ,is1 i i
b2 s ya a e q a a e y k 2a a e .2 3 1 1 3 2 1 2 3
If b2 s 0, then from this we obtain b s a e for some i s 1, 2, or 3.i i
Assume now that b is an idempotent, i.e., b2 s b. Then a s ya a ,1 2 3
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a s a a , a s yk 2a a , and hence if b / 0, then a , a , a are all2 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 3
nonzero and so ya 2 s 1, a contradiction. Thus b s 0. Let A be a3
 .nonzero ideal of J k . If A l J / 0, then for a 0 / b g A l J we have1 1
2 2 2 2  .b g A l J : J and hence b s a e . If b / 0, then e g A and by 2 ,1 0 1 1
 . 2A s J k . If b s 0, then by the above, e g A for some i s 1, 2, or 3, andi
 .so A s J k . If A l J s 0, then we must have dim A s 1 and A s R b1
2 2 2  .with b s 0 or b s b. From the above, b s 0 and hence A s J k , a
 .contradiction. This shows that J k is simple.
 .If a s e q e , then by 2 ,2 3
1
2 3 3 2a s ye , 2 a a q a s y k q 1 e , .1 22
1 1
3 2a q a s k q 1 e , . 32 2
 . w ximplying J k s R a . Assume that a g J and a g J for 0 F i F m.2 iq1 0 2 i 1
 .Since J k s J [ J is Z -graded, this implies that a a g J for0 1 2 j 2 mq1yj 1
 .  .0 F j F 2m q 1 and hence by 5 , a g J . Similarly, it follows from 52 mq2 1
 .that a g J , and by induction, relation 6 holds for all m G 0.2 mq3 0
 .Notice that if k s 0, then R e q R e is an ideal of J 0 such that1 2
 .2R e q R e s 0.1 2
3. POWER SERIES EXPANSIONS OF THE JACOBI
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS
 .Let R t denote the integral domain of analytic functions in t at 0 over
 . .  .  .  . .  .  .R. If J k t s J k m R t , then J k t becomes a free right R tR
 < 4 . module of rank 3 e m 1 i s 1, 2, 3 is a basis and a commutative nonas-i
. sociative algebra over R with the usual addition and multiplication e mi
m < 4 . m mt i s 1, 2, 3; m g Z, m G 0 is a basis . Identifying e m t with e t , thei i
 .  .solution x t given by 4 is regarded as an element of the Z -graded2
 . .algebra J k t :
J k t s J t [ J t . 7 .  .  .  .  .0 1
 . 3  .  .If x t s  x t e gives the Jacobi elliptic functions with x 0 s a sis1 i i
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .e q e , then x t e g J t , x t e q x t e g J t , and by 6 ] 7 ,2 3 1 1 0 2 2 3 3 1
`
2 mq1x t e s sn t e s a t , 8 .  .  .1 1 1 2 mq1
ms0
`
2 mx t e q x t e s cn t e q dn t e s a t . 9 .  .  .  .  .2 2 3 3 2 3 2 m
ms0
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2  .Since J s 0, from 6 we have a a s 0 for i, j s 0, 1, . . . , which,0 2 iq1 2 jq1
 .in particular, facilitates the calculation of the coefficients a in 5 .2 mq1
This, in turn, reflects on the computation of a for m G 0.2 m
 .Using the foregoing remarks and 5 , it is not cumbersome to calculate
the first few coefficients a as follows:m
a s a s e q e ,0 2 3
a s ya2 s e ,1 0 1
1
2a s ya a s ye q k e , .2 0 1 2 32!
2 1
2a s y a a s y 1 y k e , .3 0 2 13 3!
1 1
2 2 2a s y 2 a a q 2 a a s 1 y 4k e y k 4 y k e , .  .  .4 0 3 1 2 2 34 4!
1 1
2 2 4a s y 2 a a q a s 1 y 14k q k e , . .5 0 4 2 15 5!
1
a s y 2 a a q 2 a a q 2 a a .6 0 5 1 4 2 36
1
2 4 2 2 4s y 1 y 44k q 16k e y k 16 y 44k q k e , .  .2 36!
1 1
2 4 6a s y 2 a a q 2 a a s y 1 y 135k q 135k y k e , .  .7 0 6 2 4 17 7!
1
a s y 2 a a q 2 a a q 2 a a q 2 a a .8 0 7 1 6 2 5 3 48
1
2 4 6s y 1 y 408k q 912k y 64k e . 28!
2 2 4 6yk 64 y 912k q 408k y k e . . 3
 .  .Substituting these into 8 ] 9 , we obtain the power series expansions of
the Jacobi elliptic functions through terms in t8:
t 3 t 5
2 2 4sn t ; k s t y 1 y k q 1 y 14k q k .  .  .
3! 5!
t7
2 4 6y 1 y 135k q 135k y k q ??? .
7!
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t 2 t 4 t6
2 2 4cn t ; k s 1 y q 1 y 4k y 1 y 44k q 16k .  .  .
2! 4! 6!
t 8
2 4 6q 1 y 408k q 912k y 64k q ??? .
8!
t 2 t 4 t 6
2 2 2 2 2 4dn t ; k s 1 q k y k 4 y k q k 16 y 44k q k .  .  .
2! 4! 6!
t 8
2 2 4 6y k 64 y 912k q 408k y k q ??? .
8!
 .Remarks. 1 When the motion of a freely rotating rigid body is
 .configured on the Lie group SO 3 , Euler's equations of the motion are
given by
dx I y Ik j iq « x t x t s 0, ijk s 231 , 312 , 123 . 10 .  .  .  .  .  .  .i jk i jdt Ik
 .  .  .The trajectories angular velocity x t of 10 are curves in the Lie algebra
 .  . w xso 3 of SO 3 2, 5 . The moments of inertia I , I , I are assumed to be1 2 3
distinct with the same sign, say I ) I ) I ) 0, and are the eigenvalues1 2 3
 .of an inertia operator on so 3 whose eigenvectors give a standard basis
 4  . w x w x  .e , e , e of so 3 , i.e., e , e s « e 5 . If we let a s I y I rI for1 2 3 i j i jk k k j i k
 .  .  .  . w xijk s 231 , 312 , 123 , then a - 0, a ) 0 and a - 0. As in 2 , if a1 2 3 1
 .is scaled to a s y1, then a s 1. Thus the trajectory of 10 through the1 2
 .point x 0 s e q e gives the Jacobi elliptic functions of modulus k2 3
s ya .’ 3
 .2 Let F be an arbitrary field of characteristic 0 and let A be a
 . ww xxcommutative nonassociative algebra of dimension n over F. Then, A t
ww xx ww xxs A m F t becomes a commutative algebra over F, where F t is theF
 .formal power series algebra over F. Thus Eq. 3 can be considered with a
 . ` i ww xx  .solution x t s  a t g A t , and the recursive formula 5 holds foris0 i
 4  .this case. If e , . . . , e is a basis of A, then x t is uniquely expressed as1 n
 . n  .  . ww xxx t s  x t e with x t g F t , i s 1, . . . , n.is1 i i i
 .  .Applying this to J k , the formal Jacobi elliptic algebra J k over F of
 .modulus k g F can be defined by the multiplication 2 , and hence the
 .  .ww xx  .solution x t g J k t with x 0 s e q e yields the formal Jacobi ellip-2 3
tic functions of modulus k, which can be found by the same calculation as
 .ww xxin Sections 2 and 3. Notice that J k t is a Z -graded algebra over F2
given by
w x w x w xJ k t s J t [ J t . . 0 1
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 .  .However, unlike J k over R, J k over F may contain a nonzero idempo-
’ .tent. In fact, J k has a nonzero idempotent b if and only if y1 g F.
3 2  .Letting b s  a e with b s b / 0 and using 2 , we find a sis1 i i 1
y1 y1’ ’  ."k y1 , a s "k , and a s " y1 . In this case, J k has exactly2 3
y1’ ’ .five idempotents 0 / b s k y1 "e " y1 e " ke with five signa-1 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .tures q, y, q , q, q, y , y, y, y , y, q, q , q, y, q . Since it can
 .easily be seen that J k cannot have a one-dimensional ideal A s Fb with
2  .b s b, the same proof as for the theorem applies to show that J k is a
 .simple Z -graded algebra, and hence the theorem holds for J k2
over F.
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